
CONSTRUCTION OF A GUNBOAT ‘A’ CLASS YACHT by Brian Dill

The Gunboat design is the latest Radio A class from Graham Bantock, optimised to
provide the best boat speed below 4 knots and to be as good as possible above that it
is not dissimilar to the heavier Sword from the Sails etc stable.

It is currently only available in plan form.

Materials:
20x20 sq aluminium tube for the building jig strongback
15x15 aluminium angle for the shadow brackets
4 mm ply for the shadows
Self-tapping screws for assembly

Making the Building Jig
Mark a datum line down centre of square tube
Mark out position of shadows as per plan and square lines across tube
Allow for thickness of angle so as to accurately position shadows
Cut angle to lengths required for shadows i.e. range of 150 mm to 30 mm
Mark centre of each length and square datum lines for assembly
Drill two holes in angle for self-tapper assembly to square tube
Transfer hole position onto tube
Drill holes in tube
Drill holes oversize in angle
Drill holes in angle for assembly to shadows
Transfer holes onto shadows and drill oversize
The oversize holes in the shadows and the angle are to allow alignment when
assembling the jig. Do not enlarge the holes in the tube, or in the angle where the
shadow is fixed.

Jig built with shadows showing



Construction (see also the related pics)
This hull is similar in shape to the Privateer that I have constructed previously and on
which I tapered all planks. I have decided to keep as many 10 mm wide parallel
planks as possible on this boat. I numbered all stations from the bow #0 – #17.

On the plan, I marked out eight 10 mm increments on stations #9 and #10 from the
gunwale to just before the curve of where the tumblehome started and extended
station 17 up to where the deck would be if the transom was not tapered down. I
divided this length on #17 into 8 equal divisions. I then joined the divisions on #10 (at
position 484) to #17 (at position -363) to give divisions on sections #11 to #16 so I
could make a tapered template to cut these 8 planks. From section 0 to 10 would be
untapered at 10 mm wide. This should mean that these 8 planks would go from deck
level on section 1 to just past the pointed end of this section (the bottom of the hull),
and continue into space above section 0. This would be ok as the bow is cut back at an
angle from #0 to #1 after planking and glassing.

On the plan, I marked out sixteen 10 mm increments on stations #9 and #10 from the
bottom of the hull towards the curve of the tumblehome. This left a remainder of
about 20 mm on the curve which would be filled with narrower tapered planks later
on. The first two planks from the bottom of the hull up would be 10 mm wide from
station #14 to #9 then would taper to #1.

I fixed 5 mm balsa to the backs of #0 and #14 and a shaped balsa bow block between
#0 and #1 to provide a gluing surface for the planks at these two stations.

Commence from the gunwale to plank 8, and from the bottom of the hull to plank 16.
A gap will remain from the skeg to the transom to be filled in later on.

Planking
First step was to put sticky tape on the edges of each shadow so the Zap-a-Gap would
not stick to the shadows.
Next shape and fit a 15 mm thick bow block so that there is something to glue the
planks to at the bow.
Note: The shadow at the end of the skeg should be made with a combination of ply,
and balsa sheet at the pointed end (bottom of skeg) so that a gluing surface is provided
for the planks and so that this part can be cut away from inside the hull after releasing
the hull from the shadows.
Commence planking with the two bottom planks, bevelling and gluing to fit.
At the skeg these planks were planed after gluing to give a flat horizontal surface and
an extra horizontal plank was glued on top to allow shaping at a later time as I felt that
the bevelled planks would sand away to nothing during the final sanding process.
The third plank gives too much curve where the skeg meets the flat aft end, so I glued
an extra thickness of balsa inside these planks so that there was enough thickness to
sand down flat at this area afterwards. I also cut part way through the plank and
twisted carefully without breaking it to get it to go almost horizontal at the skeg. The
extra thickness glued underneath the plank would allow me to sand flat later. There
was a short gap from the skeg towards the transom which was filled in later with a
shaped plank.



Planking was then started at the gunwale, 8 planks each side of the hull took the
planking to the location of the beginning of the tumble home.
Planking was then continued back at the skeg area with a second full length plank
added each side.
I then positioned a parallel 10 mm full length plank on each side of the hull near the
tumble home curve and proceeded to plank the remainder of the hull bottom.
This left the area of the tumble home curve at the chines which was a fairly small
radius at the back of the hull. This necessitated filling this area with fitted narrower
tapered planks.
The small area behind the skeg was planked and the back of the skeg cut away and a
piece of 10 mm balsa glued in to allow it to be shaped.
5 mm Western red cedar was glued to this to make it a little more solid.
After the planking was finished, the hull was sanded with 80 grit abrasive paper then
120 grit. I decided to fill any imperfections after glassing the hull.

Gunboat starting to take shape

Planking finished!



Glassing the Hull
Two layers of 85 gsm glass cloth were applied to the outside of the hull using Bote
Cote epoxy resin. The resin was brushed onto the hull surface, one layer of cloth
applied and the resin stippled through with the brush. I applied the cloth in approx.
400 mm wide sections overlapping each section by about 10 mm. The second layer of
cloth was applied so that the joins were away from the joins of the first layer. After
the resin was stippled through, the excess resin was scraped away using an old credit
card working from the middle of the hull to the gunwale (other people use playing
cards for this task). This step is important to remove all excess resin (additional
weight) and to ensure the layup is free of air bubbles.

Next step is to release hull from building jig, and the inside of the hull was then
sanded with 60 grit abrasive paper to remove any glue lumps and one layer of 85 gsm
glass cloth applied.
Some builders don’t feel the need to glass the inside of the hull, but doing so produces
a very stiff hull that resembles an I-beam. The hull was reinforced at the rudder post
and at the fin case. The hull was slightly heavier than I would have liked at 740 g so I
will have to work hard on keeping the deck/fin case light. It appears that I could have
used only one layer of 85 gsm glass on the outside as the hull is extremely stiff.
I glued a piece of 4 mm x 8 mm western red cedar on the inside of the gunwale to
provide more width to the gluing surface for the deck. It is apparent that the hull will
be nowhere near the suggested weight by Graham Bantock due to the second layer of
85 gsm cloth on the outside of the hull, so if you wish to keep the weight down but
sacrifice a little peace of mind do away with the second layer.

Fin and Fin Case
The fin was made from 18 mm marine ply reduced to 16 mm with an 8.5% chord
(yes I know everyone uses 6% chord) and coated with one layer of 85 gsm cloth and
epoxy resin. For the fin case I had two options – use some carbon fibre/klegecell

Ready to accept the deck



composite left over from a previous boat for the cheeks with wrc spacer blocks, or use
0.8 mm ply deck material. I opted for the ply.

Jib Rack
The rack was made from some cf/klegecell/cf composite left over from Privateer with
a commercial adjustable track fixed through a slot to an aluminium plate.

Rudder Tube and Rudder
The rudder tube was made from 10 mm id aluminium tube to take two 10 mm od x 4
mm id ss bearings spaced on the rudder shaft. This allows the bearings to be easily
removed with the rudder for cleaning. On previous boats I simply used 4 mm id thin
wall brass tubing for the rudder post.

Deck
The three main deck areas are of 0.8 mm ply. The centre deck area around the fin box
will also take two cf mouldings from the Privateer deck for the radio pot and the
winch/rudder servo housing.

Lead Bulb
This is best described as a “beaver tail” shape of around 9 kg. The split mould for the
Privateer could not be used as it produced a 14 kg bulb – much too heavy for
Gunboat. A new pattern was made from ply so that the glue lines provided a good
guide as to how the shaping was progressing. The shaped pattern was then given two
coats of undercoat and sanded smooth ready for casting.

Deck and fin attached



Sails
An ‘A’ set of sails was drawn up and made using the same panelling technique I used
on the Privateer – Code Zero cloth and drafting film. As this design is intended to
excel in lighter conditions I used a lighter weight Code Zero for the jib panels. The
‘B’ set is also completed. I have not as yet made a ‘C’ set. I will use the same design
for the sail rings so that they will remain on the mast when changing mainsails.

Gunboat painted

Rigged in the workshop

Will it float?



Success!

Many hours of hard work are rewarded with a beautiful looking boat on her
maiden voyage.

A little about Brian,

Brian is President of the Wollongong Model Yacht Club, NSW, Australia, and has been designing,
building and racing Marbleheads for 30 yrs, IOM for last 15 yrs and in the last two years he has built
and raced the sails etc 'A' Privateer.
A competitive sailor he has won various competitions, and been placed highly in state events, some of
which are:

3rd place in the 1996 National Marblehead Championships
2nd NSW state titles in 2009,
3rd in ACT titles in 2009,
1st 'A' Class GP round 1 2010, 1st 'A' Class GP round 2 2010.

His boat building skills and knowledge are enhanced by his previous career as an Industrial Art Head
Teacher.


